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A scalable adaptive optics (AO) control system architecture composed of asynchronous control clusters based
on the stochastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD) optimization technique is discussed. It is shown that sub-
division of the control channels into asynchronous SPGD clusters improves the AO system performance by
better utilizing individual and/or group characteristics of adaptive system components. Results of numerical
simulations are presented for two different adaptive receiver systems based on asynchronous SPGD clusters—
one with a single deformable mirror with Zernike response functions and a second with tip–tilt and segmented
wavefront correctors. We also discuss adaptive wavefront control based on asynchronous parallel optimization
of several local performance metrics—a control architecture referred to as distributed adaptive optics (DAO).
Analysis of the DAO system architecture demonstrated the potential for significant increase of the adaptation
process convergence rate that occurs due to partial decoupling of the system control clusters optimizing indi-
vidual performance metrics. © 2006 Optical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
daptive optics (AO) systems often comprise several
avefront corrector types (tracking and beam steering
irrors, several deformable mirrors, and/or liquid crystal

hase modulators) that have quite different dynamical
time-response) characteristics.1–3 This “nonuniformity”
f wavefront corrector time responses significantly com-
licates control system architecture and commonly re-
ults in a simplified approach being taken where the con-
rol loops for all wavefront correctors are “synchronized”
ased on the temporal dynamics of the wavefront correc-
or with the slowest time response—“the slowest sets the
ace.” This artificially induced slowdown of AO system op-
ration may have a significant impact on an adaptive sys-
em’s capability for compensation of fast-changing
tmospheric-turbulence-induced phase aberrations in
arious AO applications. A desired solution of this prob-
em would be development of adaptive optics architec-
ures composed of asynchronously operating wavefront
ontrol subsystems (AO clusters). The need for asynchro-
ous parallel wavefront control in the form of AO clusters
lso emerges in such applications as adaptive free-space
aser communication and relay-mirror-based laser beam
rojection systems. In both of these system types, adap-
ive wavefront distortion compensation is performed in
emotely located AO subsystems. In these wavefront con-
rol configurations the remotely located AO subsystems
re quite difficult to synchronize without data exchange
e.g., using additional optical or rf communication
hannels4). On the other hand, the absence of synchroni-
1084-7529/06/102613-10/$15.00 © 2
ation between remotely located wavefront control sys-
ems may result in undesired cross talk between their
ontrol loops and compensation process instability.

One more example of the technical challenges faced by
onventional AO control techniques is feedback control of
uper-high-resolution AO mirror arrays consisting hun-
reds or even thousands of actuators—the so-called ex-
reme adaptive optics.5 With the conventional phase-
onjugation-based wavefront control approach, a key
ottleneck for these extreme-AO systems is the time de-
ay between the wavefront sensor’s data measurements
nd the completion of control signals computation. Typi-
ally, the time required for the wavefront sensor data pro-
essing increases proportionally to the square of the num-
er of wavefront corrector (AO mirror) actuators.6 For
his reason the high-resolution phase-conjugation-type
O technique faces serious problems in providing the op-
rational speed required for most atmospheric AO appli-
ations.

Compensation operational speed can be an even more
erious problem in the alternative to phase-conjugation-
ype systems based on optimization of a system perfor-
ance metric (e.g., Strehl ratio,1 sharpness functions,7 or

mage quality metrics8). The metric optimization is com-
only performed using iterative wavefront control algo-

ithms such as gradient descent, multidithering, and sto-
hastic parallel gradient descent (SPGD).1,8,9 With these
avefront control techniques the iterative process conver-
ence speed—on which the AO system compensation
andwidth depends—rapidly decreases with increasing
006 Optical Society of America
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ontrol channel number or, equivalently, AO compensa-
ion spatial resolution. From this viewpoint, subdivision
f the AO system’s control channels into parallel weakly
oupled control clusters, each with a smaller number of
ontrol channels, may significantly improve convergence
peed and the AO system’s bandwidth.10 The AO wave-
ront control architectures described here are based on
he use of asynchronous SPGD AO clusters. It is shown
hat wavefront control based on asynchronous SPGD AO
lusters represents an attractive alternative to traditional
O wavefront control approaches for various adaptive op-

ics applications.

. STOCHASTIC PARALLEL GRADIENT
ESCENT CONTROL CLUSTERS: PROBLEM
TATEMENT
he notional schematic of an AO receiver system with
ontrol clusters is shown in Fig. 1. In this system the con-
rol channels are distributed between Nc asynchronously
perating control clusters with Mj, �j=1, . . . ,Nc� channels
n each cluster. There is an advantage (but not a require-

ent) to assign AO system control channels to individual
lusters based on some common characteristic such as, for
xample, wavefront corrector actuator time responses as
entioned, actuator physical locations (e.g., control chan-

ig. 1. Schematic of an AO receiver system with wavefront con-
rol channels distributed between AO control clusters. Propaga-
ion of optical wave A0 through a distorting layer results in phase
berration ��r , t� of received input wave Ain�r , t� that enters the
ptical receiver system (shown by a cylinder). Here r= �x ,y� is a
oordinate vector orthogonal to the AO system’s optical axis and
is the time. The receiver system optical train contains one or
ore wavefront correctors (not shown). The receiver output wave
out�r , t� with phase ��r , t� (residual phase) enters a system per-

ormance metric sensor sensitive to the residual phase aberra-
ion. The metric signal J is sent to controllers (control clusters)
hat compute voltages �ul,j� that are applied to the wavefront cor-
ector’s electrodes. (a) Gray-scale images at right are examples of
he pupil plane phase aberration, (b) the phase correction at each
ubaperture of the segmented wavefront corrector (described in
he text) having seven subapertures, and (c) the residual phase
istortion.
els belonging to different wavefront correctors can be as-
igned to separate clusters) or spatial resolution of phase
istortion compensation (so that Zernike aberrations of
ifferent orders are compensated using different control
lusters). A group of control channels associated with a
igh-resolution wavefront corrector [AO mirror or liquid
rystal phase spatial light modulator (SLM)] segment can
e a cluster as well as a group of control channels associ-
ted with adaptive subapertures of a tiled optical
ystem.11

Assume that wavefront distortion compensation in an
O system composed of Nc clusters is based on optimiza-

ion of a measured performance metric J. In the AO sys-
em schematic shown in Fig. 1, the performance metric is
roportional to received light power inside a small pin-
ole located at the coordinate origin of the lens focal plane
Strehl metric). The metric value J depends on the control
oltages �ul,j� applied to AO system actuators, where indi-
es l �l=1, . . . ,Mj� and j �j=1, . . . ,Nc� are associated with
he control channel and cluster numbers, correspondingly.
hus the performance metric J is a function of N�

�j=1
Nc Mj control variables.

Consider first an AO control system architecture based
n performance metric optimization using the conven-
ional SPGD algorithm.8,12,13 SPGD wavefront control
ses cyclic (iterative) updates of the control voltages �ul,j�
omputed based on measurements of the performance
etric perturbations �J�n�, where index n=0,1, . . ., corre-

ponds to the adaptation (optimization) process iteration
umber. The metric perturbation �J�n� results from small
mplitude random control voltage changes (perturba-
ions) ��ul,j� applied simultaneously to all AO system
avefront corrector electrodes. In the original SPGD ap-
roach, control voltage perturbations ��ul,j� are assumed
o be delta-correlated, random values with zero mean.8,13

n more recent “SPGD clones,” the perturbations ��ul,j�
an be statistically dependent (correlated) random vari-
bles, so that the wavefront phase perturbations �u�r�
riginating from the control voltage perturbations ��ul,j�
re statistically correlated with phase aberrations the AO
ystem intends to compensate.3,12 The SPGD control volt-
ge update rule is given by the expression

ul,j
�n+1� = ul,j

�n� + �j
�n��J�n��ul,j

�n�, �1�

here ��j
�n���0 are update coefficients (gain coefficients).

In the conventional SPGD control algorithm, all the
erturbations ��ul,j

�n�� in Eq. (1) are applied simultaneously
nd the corresponding metric perturbation �J�n� is mea-
ured after the delay time, ��maxl,j��l,j� where ��l,j� are
ime responses of the individual channels. This “the slow-
st sets the pace” time-delay rule is used to guarantee
hat all transition processes in wavefront corrector actua-
ors and control circuits caused by the applied perturba-
ions or control voltage updates do not impact metric mea-
urements. This means that the SPGD iteration (clock)
ate is determined by the time response of the slowest
ontrol channel. This requirement poses a problem when
sing the SPGD wavefront control approach in AO sys-
ems having multiple wavefront correctors with different
perational bandwidths.
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In the case of sequential addressing of individual ac-
uators (elements) of a high-resolution AO mirror array or
iquid crystal phase SLM, the time delay in metric mea-
urements is determined by the corrector frame update
ime �f—the time required to address all wavefront cor-
ector elements—but not the time response �ac of indi-
idual actuators that can be significantly shorter than �f.
hus, the SPGD control technique, as well as any other
etric optimization technique used for adaptive wave-

ront control, follows the most conservative operational
imes management approach: the control voltage update
ate is chosen based on the slowest temporal processes oc-
urring in the system—“the slowest sets the pace.” Divid-
ng the control channels into parallel asynchronously op-
rating control clusters as discussed in Section 3 intends
o improve AO system performance by better utilizing in-
ividual and/or group characteristics of adaptive system
lements.

. DYNAMICAL MODEL OF
SYNCHRONOUS STOCHASTIC PARALLEL
RADIENT DESCENT CLUSTERS
ssume that control loops (actuators and/or control cir-
uits) belonging to the jth cluster have near the same
ime response �j, where j=1, . . . ,Nc. Describe dynamics of
he controlling elements in the jth cluster by the following
rst-order dynamical model:

�j

dvj�t�

dt
+ vj�t� = uj�t�, j = 1, . . . ,Nc, �2�

here uj�t�= �ul,j�t��, �l=1, . . . ,Mj , j=1, . . . ,Nc� is the vec-
or of control voltages (controls) applied to wavefront cor-
ector actuators in the jth cluster and vj�t�= ��l,j�t�� is the
ector of phase modulation amplitudes resulting from
hese controls.

The wavefront phase u�r , t� generated in response to
pplied controls can be represented as

u�r,t� = �
j=1

Nc

vj�t�Sj�r�, �3�

here Sj�r�= �Sl,j�r�� and Sl,j�r� are the actuators’ re-
ponse functions.

Dynamics of the sensor used for the performance met-
ic J�t� measurements (metric–sensor) can be described
y the equation

�J

dJ�t�

dt
+ J�t� = I�t�, �4�

here �J is the sensor’s integration time and I�t� is the
ight intensity entering the sensor. For example, for the

etric–sensor composed of a lens with a small pinhole lo-
ated at its focus as shown in Fig. 1, the intensity I�t� is
roportional to the Strehl ratio St�t�—a widely used per-
ormance metric in adaptive optics.

Consider the SPGD control voltage update rule [Eq. (1)]
ndependently (asynchronously) applied to individual
lusters
u�tn+1,j� = u�tn,j� + �j
�n��Jj

�n��u�tn+1,j�, j = 1, . . . ,Nc, �5�

here tn,j are the moments in time when control vector
pdates occur, and �u�tn,j� are the control vector pertur-
ations for the jth cluster at the nth iteration. Assume
hat control vector updates at different clusters occur
synchronously, that is, time differences 	n,j= tn,j+1− tn,j
etween updates in different clusters are changing over
he time (or over the iteration number n): 	n,j=	j�n�. The
ime differences �	j�n=0�� are referred to here as the ini-
ial time offset parameters.

The time durations �Tj� between subsequent control
oltage updates performed by each cluster control loop de-
end on the corresponding time responses ��j� in Eq. (2).
deally the times �Tj� should be significantly longer than
he clusters’ response times ��j� �Tj
�j� to ensure that all
ontrol loop transition processes are ended prior to the
ext control voltage updates. On the other hand, the up-
ate times �Tj� define the clusters’ operational speeds (it-
ration rates) and from this viewpoint it is desirable to
ake �Tj� short (but still without causing AO compensa-

ion performance degradation). It is convenient to link the
pdate and response times for all clusters by the follow-

ng expressions Tj=�T�j, where �T�1 is a feedback delay
actor.

The control cycle time diagram for the SPGD cluster
peration is shown in Fig. 2 for two clusters. In the jth
luster it begins at moment tn,j, corresponding to the con-
rol vector u�tn,j� update as shown in Fig. 2(a). Perfor-
ance metric measurement J�tn,j+Tj� is performed after

he time delay Tj. Assume that control perturbations
u�tn,j� are applied to the cluster’s actuators at moment
n,j+Tj simultaneously with the metric measurement.

easurement of the perturbed metric value J�tn,j+2Tj� as
ell as the computation of the metric perturbation �Jj

�n�

J�tn+1,j�−J�tn,j+Tj� occurs at moment tn+1,j= tn,j+2Tj,
hat is, after delay Tj in respect to applied control voltage
erturbation. The next control voltages update occurs at
he time tn+1,j+�t, where �t is a small time delay required
or computations of the new controls. In most cases the
omputation time �t can be ignored ��t�Tj�. Thus the
ontrol cycle (iteration) duration for the jth cluster equals
o 2Tj.

The SPGD control loops for different clusters are
oupled through the metric values J�t� that depend on
ontrol voltage changes occurring in all clusters. Thus,
wing to the use of a metric common for all channels, the
lusters are coupled.

. ANALYSIS
he key question to answer is, “Why should the asynchro-
ously operated network of SPGD AO clusters as de-
cribed above provide performance metric optimization?”
o address this question, consider metric perturbation
Jj

�n�=J�tn,j+2Tj�−J�tn,j+Tj� resulting from the applied
erturbations and control voltage updates that occurred
n all clusters during the time interval �tn,j+Tj , tn,j+2Tj�.
he metric perturbation �Jj

�n� is computed at t= tn+1,j and
sed directly for the control voltages update only in the
th cluster. Note that the metric perturbation value �J�n�
j
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s influenced by all control voltages changes occurring be-
ween moments tn,j+Tj and tn,j+2Tj including not only
he control voltage perturbations �u�tn,j� performed by
he jth cluster, but also the perturbations �u�tm,q� and
ontrol voltage updates 	u�tm�,q�� corresponding to all
ther clusters for which time moments tm,q and tm�,q� be-
ong to the interval �tn,j+Tj , tn,j+2Tj�. The contributions
o metric perturbation �Jj

�n� originating from these other
lusters characterize the intercluster cross talk. Despite
his intercluster cross talk, the applied perturbation
u�tn,j+Tj� and the metric perturbation measurement
Jj

�n� at tn,j+2Tj are always separated by the “correct” (in
espect to the actuators dynamics of jth cluster) time in-
erval Tj for only the jth cluster. All other influences on
etric perturbations coming from other clusters that are

ot synchronized with the jth cluster are random and oc-
ur at random moments inside the interval �tn,j+Tj , tn,j
2Tj�. On average, the influence of the intercluster cross

alk appears to be significantly smaller than the synchro-
ized in time perturbations and metric measurements of
he jth cluster. This qualitative explanation is supported
y the following mathematical arguments.
Consider the control voltage update 	ul,j

�n�=ul�tn+1,j�
ul�tn,j� corresponding to the lth control channel in the

th cluster. In accordance with the SPGD update rule [Eq.
5)], 	ul,j

�n�=�j
�n��Jj

�n��ul,j
�n�, where �ul,j

�n���ul�tn,j�. Using a
aylor series expansion of �Jj

�n� at the moment tn,j+Tj,
epresent the product �Jj

�n��ul,j
�n� in the form

�Jj�ul,j �
�Jj

�ul,j
��ul,j�2 + �

k�l

Mj �Jj

�uk,j
�Jk,j�ul,j

+ �
q�j

Nc

�
k=1

Mk �Jj

�uk,q
�Jk,q�ul,j

+ �
q��j

Nc

�
k�=1

Mk� �Jj

�uk�,q�

	uk�,q��ul,j. �6�

o simplify notation, we omitted in approximation (6) the

ig. 2. Operational time diagrams for two asynchronous SPGD c
ines) and the control voltage updates and perturbations (solid li
teration index n. In the Taylor series expansion [approxi-
ation (6)], we keep only the first order terms in respect

o the control voltage perturbations and updates terms,
ssuming that both are small. The first two terms in ap-
roximation (6) describes impact on metric perturbation
riginated from perturbations of control voltages at the
th cluster. The other two terms are due to the interclus-
er cross talk caused by perturbations and control voltage
pdates occurred during the time interval �tn,j+Tj , tn,j
2Tj�. Because the clusters are not synchronized the
ouble sums in approximation (6) include only contribu-
ions from the control voltage perturbations and updates
orresponding to the time moments tk,q and tk�,q� belong-
ng to the interval �tn,j+Tj , tn,j+2Tj�. Thus the sums do
ot include contributions from all control channels.
If the chosen perturbations are random and statisti-

ally independent, the second and the third terms in ap-
roximation (6) reduce to zero in expected values. Assum-
ng that the perturbations ��ul,j� in jth cluster and the
pdates �	uk�,q�� �q�� j� occurring in other clusters at
ime interval �tn,j+Tj , tn,j+2Tj� are statistically indepen-
ent, the expected value of the last term in approximation
6) also can be neglected as the sum of statistically inde-
endent terms. Thus, the approximation (6) reduces in
he expected value to �Jj�ul,j���Jj /�ul,j���ul,j�2. The ex-
ected value of the SPGD update term in Eq. (5) then can
e represented in the form

	ul,j
�n� = �j

�n��Jj
�n��ul,j

�n� � �j
�n�

�Jj
�n�

�ul,j
�n�

��ul,j
�n��2, j = 1, . . . ,Nc.

�7�

his means that the control voltage update is propor-
ional (on average) to the metric J true gradient compo-
ent in respect to the control variable �ul,j

�n�, and the itera-
ive dynamics of asynchronous control clusters results in
pdates that lead to decrease (for positive �) or increase

for negative �) of the metric J value at every iteration

s. Arrows indicate the moments of metric measurements (dashed
luster
nes).
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tep, assuming that the perturbations and � are suitably
mall in amplitude.9

. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
. Adaptive Receiver with Zernike Stochastic Parallel
radient Descent Clusters
onsider an AO receiver system with wavefront control
ased on asynchronous SPGD clusters as shown in Fig. 1.
ssume for simplicity that phase aberrations ��r , t� origi-
ate from a thin phase-distorting layer (phase screen) lo-
ated at the system’s pupil plane, z=0. The complex am-
litude of the input field after passing through the phase
creen is Ain�r , t�=A0 exp�i��r , t�	, where A0 is the com-
lex amplitude of a plane wave entering the phase screen.
ropagation through the system optical train results in
n additional (controllable) wavefront phase modulation
�r , t� introduced by a single or by multiple wavefront cor-
ectors. The system’s output wave with complex ampli-
ude Aout�r , t�=A0 exp�i��r , t�	, where ��r , t�=��r , t�
u�r , t� is the residual phase, enters the performance
etric sensor (Strehl ratio sensor) composed of a lens
ith a small pinhole located in front of a photodetector at

he lens’s focal plane coordinate origin as shown in Fig. 1.
he optical field complex amplitude in the lens focal plane

s proportional to the two-dimensional Fourier transform
f the field Aout entering the lens. Thus the measured
etric J�t� is proportional to the output field intensity in-

ide a small pinhole that, in its turn, is proportional to the
utput field zero-spectral component squared modulus

J�t� = 
� A0 exp�i��r,t�	d2r
2

. �8�

ssume that the phase modulation u�r , t� introduced by
he wavefront corrector(s) can be represented as a sum of

Z classical aberrations described by the Zernike polyno-
ials (Zernike aberrations) �Zk�r��

ig. 3. Characteristic diagrams of time responses ��j� for adaptiv
ffsets 	 and 	� in Eq. (10), (b)–(d) correspond to the numerical
u�r,t� = �
k=1

Nz

vk�t�Zk�r�, �9�

here vk�t� are the controlling amplitudes. We exclude in
he sum [Eq. (9)] the zero-order Zernike polynomial
0�r�=1, corresponding to piston-type aberration, because

he Strehl metric [Eq. (8)] does not depend on any con-
tant phase shift.

Subdivide the control channels into Nc SPGD clusters
sing the Zernike polynomial number (aberration order)
s a distinguishing factor. The first cluster includes M1
ow-order Zernike aberrations (tip–tilt or defocus, etc.).
he next (second) cluster incorporates control channels
ssociated with compensation of the next M2 Zernike ab-
rrations, and so on. For convenience of counting the ab-
rrations, we define response functions Sl,j�r��Zq�r�,
here the polynomial index q is coupled with the cluster
umber j and control channel number l inside the cluster
y the following relationship: q= l+�k=1

j−1 Mk. The same
ounting rule is applied for both the aberration ampli-
udes vj�t�= �vl,j�t�� and controls uj�t�= �ul,j�t��.

Assume that the evolution of the amplitudes vj�t� in re-
ponse to applied controls uj�t� is described by the system
f equations [Eq. (2)] and that time responses ��j� are
horter for the clusters controlling higher-order aberra-
ions. This sequence of time responses is associated with
he corresponding sequence of characteristic times for the
tmospheric turbulence induced phase aberration compo-
ents. For these components the power spectrum band-
idth increases with the order of aberration.1 In the nu-
erical simulations the sequence of time responses ��j�

beyed the following general scheme:

1 = �max, �2 = �1 − 	, �j = min��j� + �Nc − j�	�,

for j = 2, . . . ,Nc, �10�

here �max=maxj��j�, 	 is a response time offset between
he first cluster (the slowest one that corresponds to com-
ensation of first M1 Zernike aberrations) and the second
luster, �Nc

=minj��j�=�min is the fastest control cluster

em with Nc asynchronous control clusters. (a) Definitions of time
tion results as described in the text.
e syst
simula
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hat corresponds to the highest-order aberrations com-
ensation, and 	� is the response time difference between
he group of neighboring clusters excluding the first and
he second clusters. The examples of the response time
iagrams corresponding to Eq. (10) are shown in Fig. 3.
Define ��=�max/�min as the ratio between the slowest

first) and the fastest (last) clusters, and �	=	 / ��max
�min� as the normalized time offset between the first

slowest) and the second clusters. The initial time differ-
nces �	j� between control voltage updates (initial inter-
luster time offset parameters) are chosen randomly in-
ide the corresponding time intervals ��j�. The feedback
elay factor �T=Tj /�j characterizing time delays �Tj� be-
ween control voltage change and the corresponding met-
ic measurements was set the same for all clusters.

Thus in our example the temporal characteristics of the
etwork of SPGD clusters used in the numerical simula-
ions is described by the following set of parameters: �T
Tj /�j, �	=	 / ��max−�min�, ��=�max/�min, and �c
	� / ��max−�min�—the normalized response time offset be-

ween the neighboring clusters.
In the numerical simulations, the parameters �� and

T were fixed (��=5 and �T=2) while the parameters �	

nd �c were varied. The following intercluster time re-
ponse distributions, shown in Figs. 3(b)–3(d), are consid-
red in the computations:

1. Time responses of all clusters except the first (slow-
st) cluster are equal [see Fig. 3(b)]. This case corresponds
o �	=1 and �c=0.

2. Time responses gradually decrease from cluster to
luster [Fig. 3(c)]: 	�= ��max−�min� / �Nc−1� and �	=�c
1/ �Nc−1�.
3. All clusters have the same time responses [Fig. 3(d)]:

	=�c=0.

Consider first the numerical simulation results for an
O system composed of Nc=7 asynchronous Zernike
PGD clusters and NZ=32 is the total number of Zernike
olynomials the AO system intends to compensate. The
rst cluster performs compensation of only wavefront tip–
ilt aberrations �M1=2�. Each other control cluster in-
ludes control of five sequential Zernike aberrations. The
upil plane phase aberration (phase screen)is considered
random function with a power spectrum corresponding

o the Kolmogorov atmospheric turbulence model.14 The
berration strength is characterized by the ratio D /r0,
here D is the receiver aperture diameter and r0 is the
ried parameter for a plane wave.15 The asynchronous
PGD cluster network dynamics is described by the sys-
em of Eqs. (2)–(5) and (8). The computation of Strehl ra-
io metric evolution curves St�t� during the adaptation
rocess (instantaneous adaptation curves) is performed
or fixed phase screen realizations ���r�� over the time t
500�1. Efficiency of adaptive compensation is character-

zed by the atmospheric-average dependence �St�t�, ob-
ained by averaging the instantaneous curves St�t� ob-
ained for N�=50 different phase screen realizations. For
implicity we assumed that the metric sensor integration
ime, �J in Eq. (4), is significantly smaller than the char-
cteristic time �min and can be neglected. The numerical
imulation of input wave propagation through the adap-
ive receiver system optical train was performed on a
56256 numerical grid. The adaptation process evolu-
ion curves �St�t� are shown in Fig. 4 for the conventional
PGD control system corresponding to a single cluster
ith time response �1 (curve 1), and for an AO system
ith seven asynchronous SPGD Zernike control clusters

curves 2–4) having different time response parameters
	 and �c. In all cases, considered AO wavefront control
ased on asynchronous SPGD clusters demonstrated
aster convergence that the conventional SPGD algorithm

ig. 4. Atmospheric-average Strehl metric evolution curves
St�t� obtained for the conventional SPGD system (curve 1), and
or the control system with seven asynchronous SPGD clusters
curves 2–4). The cluster time response parameters correspond to
he diagrams are shown in Fig. 3: (b) for curve 2, (c) for curve 4,
nd (d) for curve 1. The compensation level �St is defined as the
deal compensation is calculated using Strehl metric calculation
ased on residual phase aberrations ��r�=��r�−�Z�r�, where
hase function �Z�r� corresponds to the approximation of func-
ion ��r� with first NZ Zernike polynomials. Numerical simula-
ions are performed for the Kolmogorov turbulence model with
/r0=4.

ig. 5. Strehl ratio evolution curves �St�t� for SPGD (dashed
ines) and the SPGD cluster (solid lines) AO system architectures
or different atmospheric turbulence strengths defined by the
/r0 ratio. The clusters’ time responses correspond to diagram

b) in Fig. 3.
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compare curves 2–4 with curve 1). The fastest conver-
ence rate is achieved in the system with �	=1 and �c
0 shown in Fig. 4 by curve 2. In this case, the clusters
orresponding to high-order aberration compensation (all
lusters except the first) have the fastest time response:
j=�min=0.2 �max for j=2, . . . ,7 [see time-response dia-
ram in Fig. 3(b)]. With the redistribution of time re-
ponses within the interval �min��j��max (by keeping the
atio ��=�max/�min=5 unchanged) the adaptation rate
rops as illustrated in Fig. 4 (compare curve 3 and 4 with
urve 2) but still remains better than for the conventional
PGD (single cluster) control system architecture.
The advantage in the convergence rate achieved using

he AO compensation with asynchronous SPGD clusters
ersus conventional control algorithm remains with
ariation of atmospheric turbulence strength as described
y the D /r0 ratio. The atmospheric average adaptation
urves obtained for different D /r0 values using the con-
entional and asynchronous SPGD control are shown in
ig. 5.
The adaptation curves in Figs. 4 and 5 demonstrate

hat despite the intercluster cross talk, the wavefront
hase control using asynchronous SPGD clusters results
n a stable monotonic convergence process. Contrary to
he conventional SPGD approach for which the conver-
ence rate is determined by the slowest control channel
“the slowest sets the pace” strategy), in AO systems
ased on parallel asynchronous SPGD clusters the con-
ergence rate depends on characteristic response times of
ll clusters. The presence of “fast” clusters speeds up con-
ergence for the entire system thus taking advantage of
ast control loops.

. Adaptive Optical Receiver with Segmented and
ip–Tilt Mirrors
ssume that the optical train of an adaptive receiver sys-

em in Fig. 1 includes the following two wavefront correc-
ors: a tip–tilt (beam steering) mirror and a segmented
irror. The segmented mirror is composed of Nc circular

ubapertures of diameter d densely packed into a compos-
te receiver aperture of diameter D. An example of a seg-

ented mirror aperture comprising seven segments (sub-
pertures) is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Assume that each subaperture has NZ actuators that

an provide independent control of NZ low-order Zernike
berrations within the subaperture regions ��j� defined
y the expressions ��r−rj��d�, where �rj� are the subap-
rture center points. The control voltages uj�t�= �ul,j�t�� (
=1, . . . ,NZ and j=1, . . . ,Nc) applied to jth subaperture,
esult in the phase modulation uj�r , t� inside the corre-
ponding subaperture region �j.

It is convenient to represent uj�r , t� as the sum of the
ubaperture average phase uj

p�r , t� (piston-type aberra-
ion), where uj

p�r , t�=uj
p�t� for �r−rj��d and zero other-

ise, and the aberration uj
a�r , t� composed of the Zernike

olynomials �Zl�r�� of higher than zero order:

uj�r,t� � uj
p�r,t� + uj

a�r,t� = v0,j�t�Z0�r − rj�

+ �
l=1

Nz

vl,j�t�Zl�r − rj�. �11�

ere � �t�= �� �t�� are Zernike aberration amplitudes re-
j l,j
ulting from the applied control voltages �ul,j�t��. In Eq.
11) the Zernike polynomials �Zl�r−rj�� are defined inside

j. Note that for the zero-order polynomial Z0�r−rj�=1.
he amplitudes �0�t�= ��0,j�t�� are associated with the
iston-type aberration and referred to here as the spa-
ially uniform phase shifts (or just phase shifts).

The phase modulation uSM�r , t� introduced by the seg-
ented mirror is given by the expression

uSM�r,t� = �
j=1

Nc

uj
p�r,t� + �

j=1

Nc

uj
a�r,t�, �12�

or �r−rj��d /2 �j=1, . . . ,Nc� and uSM �r , t�=0 otherwise.
e represent the phase modulation component intro-

uced by the tip–tilt mirror in the form uTM�r , t�=�T�t�r,
here vT�t�= �vx�t� ,vy�t�� and uT�t�= �ux�t� ,uy�t�� are the

ip–tilt amplitude and control vectors, respectively. The
omplex amplitude of the optical wave that passes the re-
eiver system optical train and enters the metric sensor
see Fig. 1) is given by

Aout�r,t� = Ain exp�i��r,t�	

= Ain exp�i��r,t� + iuSM�r,t� + iuTM�r,t�	,

�13�

here ��r , t� is the uncompensated (residual) phase aber-
ation.

Assume that temporal dynamics of both the segmented
nd tip–tilt mirrors can be described by the system of
quations, similar to Eq. (2), coupling the phase modula-
ion amplitudes and controls:

�SM

dvj�t�

dt
+ vj�t� = uj�t� j = 1, . . . ,Nc, �14�

�p

dv0�t�

dt
+ v0�t� = u0�t�, �15�

�TM

dvT�t�

dt
+ vT�t� = uT�t�, �16�

here uj�t�= �ul,j�t�� and vj�t�= �vl,j�t�� are vectors of the
ontrols and phase modulation amplitudes for the jth sub-
perture, �SM is the time response of the segmented mir-
or control channels (excluding control of the piston-type
berration), and �p and �TM are time responses of piston-
ype and tip–tilt aberrations, respectively.

Assign the AO system control channels to Nc+2 SPGD
lusters operating in parallel. The first Nc clusters, each
omposed of NZ control channels, control individual seg-
ented mirror subapertures (except piston control). An

dditional control cluster is dedicated to control of only
iston-type aberration. This cluster includes Nc control
hannels. The last cluster combines the two control chan-
els of the tip–tilt mirror.
In the numerical simulations, we considered a seg-
ented mirror composed of Nc=7 closely located circular

ubapertures as shown in Fig. 1(b). The input-wave phase
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istortions are modeled using pupil plane phase screens
orresponding to the Kolmogorov turbulence model. An
xample of a random phase screen is shown Fig. 1(a). The
utput signal of the Strehl ratio sensor, J�t�=St�t�, de-
ned by Eq. (8), was used as the input signal for all con-
rol clusters as illustrated in the optical system schematic
n Fig. 1. For simplicity we assumed that the metric sen-
or’s integration time, �J in Eq. (4), is significantly
maller than the characteristic times �SM, �p, and �TM and
an be neglected.

The dynamics of the segmented and the tip–tilt mirrors
ere modeled using the discrete-time version of Eqs.

14)–(16). The computations of the control voltage update
n the asynchronous SPGD clusters were performed using
q. (5). The parameters ��=�max/�min, and �T=T /�max

time delay factor) characterizing temporal characteris-
ics of the control clusters were fixed (��=4 and �T=2) for
ll cases considered. Here �max and �min are maximum and
inimum values of the response times �SM, �p and �TM.
The atmospheric-average performance metric evolution

urves �St�t� are shown in Fig. 6 for the following cases:
a) �max=�SM, �min=�TM=�p (slow low-order aberrations
ontrol at the segmented mirror subapertures), (b) �max
�p, �min=�SM=�TM (slow piston control), (c) �max=�TM,

min=�SM=�p (slow tip–tilt control), (d) �min=�TM=�SM=�p
equally fast control channels), (e) �max=�TM=�SM=�p
equally slow control channels, that corresponds to the
onventional SPGD with ��=1 and �T=2). In the last case
he slowest channels set the pace, so that all time re-
ponses were set to �max.

As seen from the comparison of the metric evolution
urves in Fig. 6, subdivision of the AO system control
hannels into asynchronously operated SPGD clusters re-
ults in significant improvement of the adaptation conver-
ence rate. The general tendency is that the convergence
peed is dependent on the total number of the slow oper-
ting control channels.

ig. 6. Strehl ratio atmospheric-average adaptation curves
St�t� for the control system architecture shown in Fig. 1 with a
egmented mirror (seven subapertures) and a tip–tilt mirror. A
ingle metric (Strehl ratio) is used to control all channels. Con-
rol is based on asynchronous SPGD clusters for (a)–(d) and the
onventional SPGD approach for (e). Numerical simulations are
erformed for D /r0=4, NZ=32, ��=�max/�min=4 and �T=2.
. Distributed Stochastic Parallel Gradient Descent
ontrol of Adaptive Receiver with Segmented
nd Tip–Tilt Mirrors
he adaptation convergence rate can be significantly im-
roved by combining the asynchronous SPGD cluster
ased wavefront control concept considered here with the
istributed adaptive optics (DAO) concept.10,11 Assume
hat a single metric sensor is replaced by an array of the
etric sensors that can provide an estimation of phase

berration compensation performance for the individual
ubapertures of the segmented mirror. An example of
uch an array of metric sensors is shown in Fig. 7. The
ensor is composed of a lens array with a photo array lo-
ated at its focal plane. The lenslets capture the output
avefront only inside regions corresponding to the seg-
ented mirror subapertures ��j�. Thus, the subapertures

f both the segmented mirror and the metric sensor (len-
let apertures) are geometrically matched. For simplicity,
ssume that both the aperture sizes and the center points
rj� of the lenslets and subapertures coincide. Assume
hat the photo-array pixel size is smaller than the diffrac-
ion limited focal spot size corresponding to the seg-
ented mirror subaperture size d. Efficiency of phase ab-

rration compensation for the wavefront local regions ��j�
an be characterized using photocurrent measurements
Jj�t�� �j=1, . . . ,Nc� obtained from a set of photo-array pix-
ls located at the lenslet focal plane points �rj�. The sig-
als �Jj�t��, referred to here as the local metrics, are pro-
ortional to the Strehl ratios associated with the

ig. 7. Schematic of the AO receiver system with distributed
ontrol based on asynchronous SPGD clusters. The system in-
ludes a segmented mirror with seven subapertures and a tip–
ilt mirror. For both the piston and tip–tilt control clusters the
lobal metric J is used. The local metrics �Jj� that correspond to
he segmented mirror subapertures are used for controlling of
ow-order aberrations at the segmented mirror subapertures.
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egmented mirror subapertures. Note that the metric sen-
or in Fig. 7 is similar to Shack–Hartman sensors com-
only used in AO systems for wavefront phase measure-
ents. In the case considered, the Shack–Hartman-type

ensor is used for measurements of the local metrics val-
es but not to determine wavefront phase. As shown in
ig. 7, the local metrics �Jj�t�� are used only by the SPGD
ontrol clusters performing compensation of Zernike aber-
ations at the segmented mirror subapertures. Note that
he local metrics �Jj�t�� cannot be used for compensation
f the piston-type aberration as the constant phase shifts
ntroduced by the piston control does not impact the local

etric values. Compensation of the piston-type aberra-
ion can be performed using the Strehl ratio metric J�t�
St�t�, which is here referred to as the global metric. The
etric St�t� is defined over the entire segmented mirror

perture area [see Eq. (8)]. The global metric St�t� can be
easured using an additional metric sensor (not shown in
ig. 7) that shares the AO system output wavefront. Note
hat St�t� can be also calculated using the focal-plane in-
ensity distribution measurements performed by the
hoto array. For the AO system schematic shown in Fig.
, the global metric St�t� is also used for tip–tilt mirror
ontrol.

Results of the numerical simulation analysis of the AO
ystem with DAO control described are presented in Fig.
. In all cases considered, the use of distributed control
esulted in significant improvement of the adaptive sys-
em performance—compare the atmospheric-average
urves for DAO control [curves (a), (b), and (c)] with the
orresponding evolution curves obtained using asynchro-
ous SPGD optimization with a single metric [curves(d),
e), (f)] in Fig. 8.

ig. 8. Strehl ratio atmospheric-average adaptation curves for
he DAO control systems architectures shown in Fig. 7 [curves
a)–(c)] and for the AO system architecture in Fig. 1 with asyn-
hronous SPGD control using a simple metric [curves (d)–(f)]. In
oth cases control is based on asynchronous SPGD clusters with
he following time responses: �max=�SM �min=�TM=�p (slow seg-
ented mirror) for curves (c) and (f); �max=�p, �min=�SM=�TM

slow piston mirror) for (b) and (e); and �min=�TM=�SM=�p
equally fast control channels) for (a) and (d). Numerical simula-
ions are performed for the Kolmogorov turbulence model with
/r0=8 and NZ=32.
. CONCLUSION
n this paper we show that the problem of synchroniza-
ion of multiple control loops of adaptive optics systems
omposed of several wavefront correctors with different
ime responses can be resolved without sacrificing perfor-
ance of the entire adaptive system by setting the adap-

ation “clock” based on the slowest control channels. In
he analyzed adaptive system architecture the control
oops are combined into groups (clusters) that can be op-
rated independently and asynchronously using the
PGD optimization algorithm. The physical reason why
he asynchronously operating clusters do not interfere
ith each other in the sense that they preserve stability
f the entire control system originates from the nature of
he SPGD control. The asynchronous control voltage up-
ates occurring in different SPGD clusters result in ran-
om variations of the system performance metric that are
ndistinguishable from the corresponding metric varia-
ions resulting from the control voltage perturbations nor-
ally used by SPGD control systems for the stochastic

radient estimation.
The results of the numerical simulations of two differ-

nt adaptive receiver systems—one composed of a deform-
ble mirror controlling Zernike aberrations and the sec-
nd having both a tip–tilt mirror and a segmented
avefront corrector—show that the control system archi-

ectures based on asynchronously operated SPGD clus-
ers can provide stable convergence of the optimization
etric with a convergence rate exceeding that of a con-

entional AO system with an update rate based on the
lowest wavefront control element present in the system.

The cluster-type structure of an adaptive control sys-
em also has an advantage from the hardware develop-
ent viewpoint, as it offers scalable electronics control ar-

hitectures. The SPGD clusters electronic control blocks
an be easily combined in various configurations depen-
ent on the specific requirements for wavefront distortion
ompensation without the need for reconfiguration of the
ntire control system. It is also shown that if the adapta-
ion goal can be achieved by optimization of a set of met-
ics measured in parallel, asynchronous SPGD control
lusters can provide simultaneous optimization of these
etrics. This control system architecture, referred to as

he distributed AO system (DAO), allows the system con-
rol channels to be partially decoupled and hence increase
he adaptation process convergence rate. The analysis of
he DAO system composed of an array of adaptive subap-
rtures and the associated metric sensors controlled by
he asynchronously operated clusters demonstrated sig-
ificant adaptation performance improvement when com-
ared with single-metric asynchronous SPGD cluster con-
rol.

Some AO applications, e.g., laser beam projection con-
gurations using a relay mirror or laser communication
ystems, require remotely located adaptive systems to be
perated in parallel. Wavefront control in these systems
an be based on the cooperative sharing of the metric
nformation.16 In these system types, wavefront control in
oth remotely located systems is performed using optimi-
ation of metrics measured locally and sent to other loca-
ion via an optical or rf communication link. These sys-
ems can use asynchronous cluster SPGD control without
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he need for synchronization of clocks at both AO system
ocations. Recent experiments performed with free-space
O laser communication antennas using asynchronous
ontrol of an eight-channel deformable mirror at each end
f the communication link provide experimental verifica-
ion of the wavefront control technique introduced here.
n these experiments the SPGD control clusters were
sed for optimization of the remotely measured metrics

received power). Metric exchange is performed through a
ull duplex rf communication channel. The results of
hese experiments will be presented in a subsequent pa-
er.
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